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Quantum Mehanis on Manifolds andTopologial E�ets ∗G. MorhioDipartimento di Fisia, Università di Pisa,and INFN, Sezione di Pisa, Pisa, ItalyF. StrohiSuola Normale Superiore, Pisa, Italyand INFN, Sezione di PisaAbstratA unique lassi�ation of the topologial e�ets assoiated to quan-tum mehanis on manifolds is obtained on the basis of the invarianeunder di�eomorphisms and the realization of the Lie-Rinehart relationsbetween the generators of the di�eomorphism group and the algebra of
C∞ funtions on the manifold. This leads to a unique (�Lie-Rinehart�)
C∗-algebra as observable algebra; its regular representations are shownto be loally Shroedinger and in one to one orrespondene with the uni-tary representations of the fundamental group of the manifold. There-fore, in the absene of spin degrees of freedom and external �elds, π1(M)appears as the only soure of topologial e�ets.
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11 IntrodutionThe standard formulation of Quantum mehanis (QM) is based on anonialquantization and its foundational problems have been lari�ed in terms of theidenti�ation of observable algebras and the lassi�ation of the orrespondingstates. A full ontrol of their struture has been obtained by the identi�ationof the observable algebra with the (unique C∗-)algebra generated by the expo-nentials of the anonial Heisenberg variables qi, pi and by the uniqueness of itsHilbert spae (regular) representation. The extension of suh a strategy to aformulation of QM on manifolds still presents substantial open problems. Thebasi issue is the identi�ation of the observable algebra playing the role of theWeyl algebra and in fat di�erent hoies have led to di�erent mathematialstrutures and di�erent physial results.The �rst important result in this diretion is due to Segal [1℄, who empha-sized the role of the group Di�(M) of di�eomorphisms of the manifoldM andits ation on the algebra C∞(M) of C∞ funtions on M. His strategy an beread as the identi�ation of the observable C∗-algebra as the rossed produt
C∞(M)×Di�(M) and his results essentially amount to a lassi�ation of its(regular) unitary representations, whih satisfy the ruial additional assump-tion that C∞(M) is represented by a maximal abelian subalgebra. Atually,under this assumption one has a unique (Shroedinger) representation, apartfrom possible phase fators arising from the one dimensional ohomology ofthe manifold, leading to a very restrited lass of topologial e�ets.The problem of QM on manifolds was redisussed by Landsman [2℄, withthe aim of a systemati analysis of topologial e�ets. Following Makey [3℄,Landsman onsidered quantum mehanial systems whose on�guration spae
Q an be represented as a homogeneous spae G/H , with G a loally ompatgroup, H a subgroup of G and identi�ed the observable C∗-algebra with therossed produt G/H×G. In partiular, if Q is a manifoldM, G an be a Liesubgroup of Di�(M); then H is the stability group of one (arbitrary) point of
M and the generators of G play the role of momenta.For a given M, the so obtained QM ruially depends on G; in fat, dif-ferent hoies of G lead to di�erent C∗-algebras of observables and also todi�erent topologial e�ets. Furthermore, ontrary to Segal's approah, onedoes not have invariane under di�eomorphisms (sine Di�(M) is not loallyompat and does not have invariant proper subgroups [4℄).Segal's strategy of lassifying representations of the entire Di�(M) hasbeen reproposed by Doebner et al. [5℄, who generalized Segal's analysis byrelaxing the maximality of C∞(M) and by allowing deviations from the Liealgebra relations of Di�(M), orresponding to the introdution of a (gauge)



2onnetion. On the other side, they restrited their analysis to the representa-tions of the vetor �elds whih generate Di�(M) in an L2 spae of setions ofa vetor bundle over the manifold, with �nite dimensional �bers, with suitabledi�erentiability properties. A lassi�ation of suh representations in terms oftopologial e�ets is obtained under additional simplifying assumptions, withresults whih only partially ompare with those by Landsman.The ourrene of quantum topologial e�ets has been investigated alsowithin approahes to QM in terms of lassial trajetories (path integral andBohmian mehanis) [6℄, naturally leading to a lassi�ation in terms of thefundamental group π1(M) of the manifold.The restritions and hoies underlying the above analyses, while tehni-ally e�etive in view of the resulting lassi�ations, leave open the question ofthe validity and derivation of the so obtained e�ets on the ground of generalbasi priniples. The aim of this note is to provide a formulation of QM onmanifolds exlusively based on the identi�ation of a unique observable alge-bra from fundamental (physial) priniples (exluding for the moment spindegrees of freedom and external �elds):1) (Loalization and Lie relations.) The observable algebra should begenerated by loalized variables playing the role of positions and momenta.This leads to hoose as position observables C∞
0 (M), the C∞ funtions on Mof ompat support, and, as "momentum" observables, variables Tv indexed bya Lie algebra of vetor �elds v of ompat support, reproduing the linear andLie algebra relations between the vetor �elds v and their ation as derivationson C∞

0 (M).2) (Di�eomorphism invariane.) The identi�ation of the observable al-gebra should be independent of any hoie of oordinates or of additionalgeometrial onstraints, i.e. it should be di�eomorphism invariant. This leadsto take the Lie algebra L(M) of all the C∞ vetor �elds of ompat sup-port; this is atually the only possibility for ompat M, sine there is nodi�eomorphism invariant subalgebra of L(M).It is important that, without additional quali�ations, di�erent vetors�elds are treated as independent and therefore, even at the loal level, one hasno relation between the number of independent momenta and the dimensionof the manifold, as one would expet on physial grounds. The point is thatthe Lie relations between Di�(M) and C∞(M) are a too general mathemat-ial struture and their interpretation is far from unique; in partiular thesame Lie relations appear in the desription of all N partile systems on thesame manifold M, as the non-relativisti loal urrent algebra relations [7℄.Moreover, a general lassi�ation of the representations of C∞(M)×Di�(M)is a di�ult open mathematial problem. In fat, the additional ad ho re-



3quirements introdued in the literature (maximality of C∞(M) by Segal, �berbundle restritions by Doebner et al. and restritions to subgroups of Di�(M)by Landsman) have the purpose and the e�et of simplifying the mathemati-al problem through an elimination of unwanted degrees of freedom; however,as disussed above, the so derived quantum mehanial e�ets substantiallydepend on suh optional hoies. A way out of suh unwanted degrees of free-dom, ompatibly with the above requirements 1,2, is obtained by taking intoaount the dependene relations between vetor �elds through multipliationby C∞
0 (M), i.e. by realizing that the Lie algebra L(M) of vetor �elds isa (di�eomorphism invariant) module over C∞

0 (M). Atually, it is enough torealize suh dependene relations at the stritly loal level, i.e. for vetor �eldsand C∞ funtions with supports in regions O di�eomorphi to open spheres.This argument leads to3) (Elimination of redundant degrees of freedom.) The momenta Tv,indexed by vetor �elds v, satisfy the following algebrai relations
Tfv = 1

2
(fTv + Tvf), ∀f ∈ C∞

0 (O), ∀v ∈ L(O). (1.1)Mathematially, the algebrai operations in the right hand side of eq. (1.10 isassumed to reprodue the intrinsi Lie-Rinehart produt C∞
0 (O) × L(O) →

L(O) whih makes L(O) a Lie-Rinehart (LR) algebra over C∞
0 (O) [8℄.In order to de�ne a C∗-algebra of observables on the basis of 1-3 we takeas generators the algebra C∞

0 (M), the one parameter groups U(λv), and theresolvents Rv, v ∈ L(O), (of the orresponding generators Tv), in terms ofwhih ondition (1.1) an be imposed. In this way we shall obtain a unique
C∗-algebra A(M) (Set. 2).The module struture of L(M) on M, together with its vetor bundlestruture on M, gives rise to a Lie algebroid and the relevane of this geomet-ri struture for the problem of quantization of Poisson manifolds has beendisussed in the literature (see [9℄, [10℄). However, the vetor bundle stru-ture annot be shared by the quantum observable algebra and the standardrossed produt C∗ struture assoiated to the orresponding Lie groupoid isnot enough, sine it does not inlude and does not imply the produt relations(1.1) for the generators of the Lie groupoid. On the other hand, as disussedabove, the LR relations (1.1) and their loal struture are essential ingredientsfor the very identi�ation of the observable C∗-algebra and for a unique lassi-�ation of the topologial e�ets assoiated to QM on manifolds. With respetto the rossed produt C∗-algebra, A(M) is therefore a better andidate for a
C∗-algebrai non-ommutative version of the otangent bundle on M with itssympleti struture.



4The main result of this note is the lassi�ation of all the representations of
A(M), in whih U(λv) are strongly ontinuous in λ and the generators satisfythe Lie algebra relations on a dense invariant domain (regular representations).All suh representations will be shown to be loally, i.e. for regions O as above,unitarily equivalent, apart from multipliities, to the Shroedinger representa-tion in H ≡ L2(M, dµ), in whih C∞

0 (M) at as multipliation operators and
∀ψ ∈ H, g ∈ Di�(M)

U(g)ψ(x) = ψ(g−1x)J(g, x), J(g, x) ≡ [dµ(g−1x)/dµ(x)]1/2 (1.2)with dµ absolutely ontinuous with respet to the Lebesque measure (Set. 3).Globally, as a onsequene of the elimination at the loal level of the redun-dant degrees of freedom (Lie-Rinehart C∗-algebra), the regular representationsare in one to one orrespondene with the unitary irreduible representationsof π1(M), the �rst homotopy group of M, whih thus appears as the onlysoure of topologial e�ets, in the absene of additional loally observabledegrees of freedom and external �elds modifying the Lie produt of L(M). Inpartiular, for simply onneted manifolds one has a uniqueness theorem asthe Von Neumann theorem for the Weyl algebra (Set. 4).All the regular representations of A(M) an be realized as Shroedingerrepresentations on funtions on the universal overing spae of M, yieldingunitary representations of π1(M). It is worthwhile to remark that the role ofthe universal overing spae of M here emerges from �rst priniples, ratherthan from the somewhat arbitrary lassi�ation of the �lassial trajetories� inthe funtional integral formulation. The intrinsi a priori topologial strutureis in fat that of the universal overing group of the di�eomorphisms of Mand it is a non trivial onsequene of the Lie-Rinehart relations that it reduesto the fundamental group of M.2 Lie-Rinehart C∗-algebraIn this Setion, we disuss how to assoiate to the family of Lie-Rinehartalgebras L(O), a unique �Lie-Rinehart� C∗-algebra A(M). We adopt thefollowingNotations:
M a onneted C∞ manifold of dimension d,
O any subset of M di�eomorphi to an open sphere,Di�(M) the onneted omponent of the identity of the group of di�eomor-phisms of M,
L(M), L(O) the Lie algebra of C∞ vetor �elds v of ompat support in

M,O, respetively,



5
g(λv), λ ∈ R, v ∈ L(M), the assoiated one parameter groups, whih existby ompatness of supp v,
G(M) the subgroup of Di�(M) generated by the g(λv),
G̃(M) its universal overing group, whih is uniquely assoiated to L(M)( [4℄, Theor.8.1) and is generated by the elements of a neighborhood ofthe identity in G(M) and therefore by the one parameters groups g(λv),
G̃(O) the subgroup of G̃(M) generated by the one parameter groups g(λv),

v ∈ L(O),
C∞

0 (O) the *-algebra of C∞ omplex funtions on M, with support in O,
C∞

0 (M) the *-algebra of C∞ omplex funtions with ompat support in M,
C̃∞

0 (M) the *-algebra generated by C∞
0 (M) and the onstant funtions,

Π(M) the rossed produt Π(M) ≡ C̃∞
0 (M) × G̃(M).The requirements 1,2 lead to onsider the *-algebra generated by C∞

0 (M)and the elements U(λv) ≡ U(g(λv)), v ∈ L(M), with
α∗(x) ≡ ᾱ(x), ∀α ∈ C∞

0 (M), U(g)∗ ≡ U(g−1), ∀g ∈ G̃(M), (2.1)with the Lie algebra relations between vetor �elds and C∞
0 (M) odi�ed bythe rossed produt relations, ∀g, h ∈ G̃(M), α ∈ C∞

0 (M)

U(g)α(x)U(g)−1 = α(g−1x) ≡ αg(x), U(g)U(h) = U(gh). (2.2)Thus, we are led to the * rossed produt Π(M).In order to impose the LR ondition (1.1), sine the momenta Tv annotbe bounded operators, we onsider the *-algebra generated by Π(M) and theelements Rv, v ∈ L(O), playing the role of the resolvents of the generatorsof the orresponding U(λv), formally Rv = (Tv − i)−1. Sine in Hilbert spaerepresentations, from the spetral representation of Tv, one has (in the operatornorm topology) norm− lim
λ→0

[ i(U(λv) − 1 )/λ− i1 ]R2
v = Rv, (2.3)this equation will be taken as the basi relation between Rv and U(λv), at thealgebrai level.Furthermore, the elements Rv are required to satisfy the standard relationswith their adjoints

Rv −R∗

v = 2iRv R
∗

v = 2iR∗

v Rv, R∗

v = −R−v. (2.4)The Lie algebra relations obeyed by the Tv yield for the resolvents
U(g)Rv U(g)−1 = Rgv, (2.5)



6where gv is the adjoint ation of g on v.The LR relations an be written in terms of the resolvents as
Rαv α− Rv = Rαv i(1 − α)Rv − 1

2
Rαv α

′

v Rv, (2.6)
∀α ∈ C∞

0 (O),∀v ∈ L(O), α′
v ≡ [ v, α ] = −i d[U(−λv)αU(λv)]/dλ|λ=0. Infat, eq. (2.6) is obtained by multiplying eq. (1.1) by Rv and Rαv on the rightand on the left, respetively.In onlusion, eqs. (2.1-2, 2.4-6) de�ne an abstrat *-algebra A0(M) whihinorporates the algebrai relations of the Lie-Rinehart algebras L(O) in termsof bounded operators. In order to make it a C∗-algebra we introdue as C∗norm the sup of the C∗ norms of A0(M) whih satisfy eq. (2.3); the existeneof at least one suh a C∗ norm is guaranteed by a (non trivial) representationof A0(M), di�erentiable in the group parameters and satisfying (1.1) (seeSet. 3). The sup of suh C∗ norms is �nite on A0(M), beause, for all C∗norms, ||U(g)|| = 1, ||Rv|| ≤ 1, as a onsequene of eq. (2.4), whih implies

||Rv||
2 = ||R∗

vRv|| ≤ ||Rv||. Moreover,
||α|| ≤ inf{K : |λ| > K ⇒ (α− λ)−1 ∈ C∞

0 (M)} = sup
x∈M

|α(x)|. (2.7)Atually, from the Shroedinger representation of A0(M), (see below), it fol-lows that ||α|| = supx∈M |α(x)| and the C∗-algebra generated by C∞
0 (M) is

C0
0(M). The result is a unique C∗-algebra A(M), whih an be onsidered asthe �Lie-Rinehart C∗-algebra of M�.The de�nition of A(M) is invariant under Di�(M) and in fat Γg(A) ≡

U(g)AU(g)−1, A ∈ A(M), g ∈ G̃(M), de�nes a group of inner automorphismsof A(M), ating as di�eomorphism on C∞
0 (M) and on the vetor �elds whihindex the resolvents. We denote by A(O) the subalgebra of A(M) generatedby α, U(λv), Rv with supp α, supp v ⊂ O.3 Regular representations of the Lie-Rinehart

C∗-algebraThe notion of regular representations of the rossed produt Π(M) is wellknown and amounts to the strong ontinuity of the one parameter subgroups
U(λv), λ ∈ R, v ∈ L(M). By eq. (2.3) this property implies that Rv =
(Tv − i)−1 on (kerRv)

⊥. On the other side, if ker Rv = {0}, eq. (2.3) impliesstrong ontinuity of U(λv) and Rv = (Tv − i)−1. We are thus led to



7De�nition 3.1 A representation π of A(M) is regular if i) the representa-tives π(U(λv)) are strongly ontinuous in v in the C∞ topology of the vetor�elds and di�erentiable in λ, ii) the generators Tv = i d π(U(λv))/dλ|λ=0 existon a ommon dense domain D invariant under C∞
0 (M)×G̃(M) and represent

L(M) there, iii) ker π(Rv) = {0}, ∀v ∈ L(O), and π(C∞
0 (M)) 6= 0.The same notion applies to representations of A(O). As remarked before,the mere di�erentiability in λ of the π(U(λv)) follows from eq. (2.3) and iii).Condition iii) exludes subrepresentations with π(Rv) = 0 and trivial repre-sentations of C∞

0 (M), yielding one dimensional representations of A(M).Proposition 3.2 In a regular representaion π of A(M), the generators Tv,
v ∈ L(M), are essentially self-adjoint on D and satisfy (Tv − i)−1 = π(Rv),and on D

TP

i
αivi

= 1

2

∑
i

(αiTvi
+ Tvi

αi), ∀αi ∈ C∞

0 (Oi), ∀vi ∈ L(Oi). (3.1)Proof. Essential self-adjointness on D follows from invariane of D under thegroups π(U(λv)), as in the proof of Stone's theorem. Eq. (2.3) implies thatRange (Tv ± i) ⊃ π(R±v)H, whih is dense by ondition iii), kerπ(R±v) = {0}and eq. (2.4). Therefore, Tv is essentially self-adjoint on π(Rv)
2 H. Moreover,

π(Rv) and (Tv − i)−1 oinide on the dense domain π(Rv)H, and therefore on
H, so that the self-adjointness domain D(Tv) is π(Rv)H. Hene D ⊆ π(Rv)H,
∀v. Eq. (2.6) gives

π(Rv) [Tαv − 1

2
(αTv + Tvα) ] π(Rαv) = 0, ∀α ∈ C∞

0 (O), ∀v ∈ L(O)and therefore eq. (1.1) holds on D ∩ π(Rαv)H = D. Eq. (3.1) follows fromondition ii). 2For the lassi�ation of the regular representations of A(M) the followingnotions are usefulDe�nition 3.3 A Shroedinger representation π of A(O) is a representationin Hπ = L2(M, dµ), with dµ equivalent to the Lebesgue measure in any oor-dinate system, of the following form, ∀ψ ∈ Hπ

(π(a)ψ)(x) = α(x)ψ(x) , ∀α ∈ C∞

0 (O), (3.2)
(π(U(λv))ψ)(x) = ψ(g(λv)−1x) J(g(λv), x) , ∀v ∈ C∞

0 (O), (3.3)



8
(π(Rv)ψ)(x) = ((Tv − i)−1ψ)(x). (3.4)Thanks to the isometry ψ(x) → [ dµ2(x)/dµ1(x) ]−1/2ψ(x) all Shroedinger rep-resentations π of A(O) are unitarily equivalent, and therefore one may referto the Shroedinger representation πS.De�nition 3.4 Two representations π1, π2 of A(M) are loally quasi equiv-alent if π1(A(O)) ≃ π2(A(O)), for all O.A representation π of A(M) is loally Shroedinger if it is loally quasiequivalent to the Shroedinger representation πS.Sine G(M) ats by inner automorphisms onA(M), π1(A(O)) ≃ π2(A(O))for a single O implies quasi equivalene for all O. Within the equivalene lassof loally Shroedinger representations, one may take dµ(x) = dx, x ∈ O, inloal oordinates, so that the representation is regular with D = C∞

0 (M). Inthis setion we shall prove the followingTheorem 3.5 All regular representations π of A(M) are loally Shroedinger.Eah π is uniquely determined by the olletion {π(A(O)), O di�eomorphito spheres }.It is worthwhile to remark the relation with the representations of the rossedprodut Π(M):De�nition 3.6 A representation π of the rossed produt Π(M) = C̃∞
0 (M)×

G̃(M) is Lie-Rinehart (LR) regular if it satis�es onditions i), ii) of Def-inition 3.1, eq. (1.1) and π(C∞
0 (M)) 6= 0. π(Π(M)) is loally Shroedinger ifeqs. (3.2-3) hold.Theorem 3.7 LR regular representations of the rossed produt Π(M) =

C̃∞
0 (M) × G̃(M) de�ne regular representations of A(M) and vieversa. Inpartiular they are loally Shroedinger and are determined by their restri-tions to the orresponding loal subalgebras.Proof. Given a LR regular representation π of Π(M), the onrete algebragenerated by π(C∞(M) × G̃(M)) and the family of Rv ≡ (Tv − i)−1, with

Tv the generator of π(U(g(λv)), represents A(M), the LR relations, eq. (2.6),following from eq. (1.1). The onverse follows from Proposition 3.2. The laststatement follows from Theorem 3.5. 2



9Lemma 3.8 A regular irreduible representation π of A(M) is de�ned in aseparable Hilbert spae Hπ. Any suh a representation is unitarily equivalentto one with
Hπ = L2(M, dµ) ×K,where dµ is equivalent to the Lebesgue measure on M (in any oordinate sys-tem). For all vetors of Hπ, i.e. for all L2 funtions ψ : M → K, therepresentation is de�ned by

π(α)ψ(x) = α(x)ψ(x), π(U(g)) = CgVg, (3.5)
Cgψ(x) ≡ ψ(g−1x) [dµ(g−1x)/dµ(x)]1/2, Vgψ(x) = Vg(x)ψ(x), (3.6)

Vg(x) a family of unitary operators in K, weakly measurable in x, satisfying
C−1

h Vg(x)Ch = Vg(hx), (3.7)
Vg(hx)Vh(x) = Vgh(x). (3.8)Two regular irreduible representations π1, π2 of A(M) are unitarily equivalenti� there exists a weakly measurable family of unitary operators S(x) : K → K,suh that

S(gx)V (1)
g (x)S(x)−1 = V (2)

g (x). (3.9)Proof. C∞
0 (M) is separable in the norm topology, (see eq. (2.7)); as a vetorspae, L(M) is separable in the C∞ topology and the strong ontinuity of v →

U(λv), ondition i), implies separability of π(G̃(M)) in the strong topology;ondition i) implies the strong ontinuity of v → Rv (Theorem VIII.20 ofRef. [11℄). Hene π(A(M)) is separable in the strong topology and all the ylirepresentations, in partiular the irreduible ones, are de�ned in a separablespae.Sine the one point ompati�ation of M, Ṁ, is the spetrum of the normlosure of C̃∞
0 (M), any Ψ ∈ Hπ de�nes a (Borel) measure on Ṁ and therefore,by separability, Hπ an be written as

Hπ = ⊕
∑

n

L2(Ṁ, dµn), (3.10)with π(C∞
0 (M)) ating as multipliation operators and dµn the Borel measureson Ṁ de�ned by a maximal set of vetors Ψn giving rise to a sequene of ylirepresentations of C̃∞

0 (M).



10Sine ondition iii) exludes one dimensional representations of A(M) orre-sponding to the point at in�nity of Ṁ, one may replae Ṁ with M. Hene,by de�ning e.g. the measure dν(x) ≡
∑

n 2−ndµn(x), one has dµn(x) =
G2

n(x)dν(x), with Gn(x) dν-measurable funtions and
(Ψ, Φ)Hπ

=
∑

n

∫
dν(x)Ψn(x) Φn(x)G2

n(x), Hπ =

∫
dν(x)H(x), (3.11)with H(x) ⊂ l2, dimH(x) a measurable funtion of x.The absolute ontinuity of dν with respet to the Lebesgue measure (in anyoordinate system) obviously amounts to that of dµn, ∀n. Hene, it is enoughto prove that for any Borel set S ⊂ O of zero Lebesgue measure, one has

µn(S) = 0, ∀n. In fat, for |λ| < ε,
µn(Sλ) ≡

∫
dµn(x)χS(x+ λ) = (Ψn, χ

λ
S Ψn)is a positive ontinuous funtion of λ, beause x → x + λ, x ∈ O, an beobtained by the ation of the groups U(λv), whih are strongly ontinuous in

λ, by ondition i). Then, by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem
∫
dλ µn(S

λ) =

∫
dµn(x)

∫
dλχS(x+ λ) = 0 ,whih implies µn(S) = 0. Hene dν is of the form N(x)dx, and the funtion

d(x) ≡ ardinality of the set {n, N(x)G2
n(x) > 0. x ∈ M} is measurable (as asum of the measurable funtions θ(N(x)G2
n(x))); d(x) is invariant under G(M),beause so are the measurable sets An ≡ {x, d(x) = n}, n = 0, 1...∞, sine,a.e., d(x) = dimH(x). Therefore, d(x) is onstant, a.e. with respet to theLebesgue measure, sine ∫

dx χAn
(x)[α(x) − α(x+ λ)] = 0, ∀α ∈ C∞

0 (O) andonly the onstant funtions are orthogonal to α(x) − α(x+ λ), ∀α ∈ C∞
0 (O),

∀O. Thus Hπ is of the form L2(M, dx) × K and the �rst of eqs. (3.5) holdsby onstrution.The operators Cg(λv) are unitary and strongly ontinuous and therefore so arethe Vg de�ned by eqs. (3.5), (3.6). Moreover, ∀α ∈ C∞
0 (O), g ∈ G̃(M)

Vgαψ ≡ C−1
g U(g)αψ = C−1

g αgU(g)ψ = αC−1
g U(g)ψ = αVgψ,and therefore Vg are deomposable operators, i.e. they de�ne a weakly mea-surable family of unitary operators Vg(x) (Theorem 7.10 of Ref. [12℄).Eq. (3.7) follows from eq. (3.6) and eq. (3.8) follows from from eq. (2.2) andeqs. (3.6), (3.7).



11The equivalene of irreduible representations of the form (3.5),(3.6) impliesdimK1 = dimK2, sine dimKi is the multipliity of π(C∞
0 (M)). Then, iden-tifying K1 = K2, Sπ1S

−1 = π2 implies that S ommutes with πi(C
∞
0 (M))and, therefore, by the same argument as above, it de�nes a weakly measurablefamily of unitary operators S(x) : K → K. 2For the loal analysis of the representation it is onvenient to onsider,for eah region O, d vetor �elds vi ∈ λ(O′), O′ ⊃ O, whih de�ne artesianoordinates in O; heneforth, O will be identi�ed with the unit ball in R

dand Oε will denote the orresponding sphere of radius ε. The one parametergroups generated by suh vetor �elds will be denoted by gi(λi); then, ∀x ∈ O,for x+ λ ∈ O and λ small one has
g[λ]x = x+ λ, g[λ] ≡

d∏
i=1

gi(λi). (3.12)The di�eomorphisms g[λ] depend on the hoie of the de�ning fators gi[λi]and need not to ommute, even for small λ, sine eq. (3.12) holds only for x ∈
O. However, the LR relations, eq. (1.1), allow to transfer the loal artesianstruture of the one parameter subgroups gi(λi) to the operators U(g[λ]), i.e.Lemma 3.9 For all α with support in O1/2, λ, µ small, one has

U(g[λ])U(g[µ])α = U(g[λ+ µ])α. (3.13)Proof. It su�es to prove eq. (3.13) for the one parameter subgroups, i.e.
U(g1(λ1))U(g2(λ2))α = U(g2(λ2))U(g1(λ1))α. For this purpose we ompute,for λ, µ small, |µ| < |λ1|, on the ommon invariant domain D,

(d/dµ)U(g1(λ1 − µ))U(g2(λ2))U(g1(µ))α =

= i U(g1(λ1 − µ))U(g2(λ2)) (Tg2v1
− Tv1

)αg1(µ) U(g1(µ)) = 0,where the ovariane eqs. (2.2), (2,5), yielding U((g2(λ2))
−1 Tv1

U(g2(λ2)) =
Tg2v1

, have been used and the last equality follows from the LR relations,eq. (3.1), sine g2v1 and v1 oinide on the support of αg1(µ), for λ1, λ2 smallenough. 2Lemma 3.10 For λ, µ small, ∀x ∈ O1/2, one has
Vg[λ](g[µ]x) Vg[µ](x) = Vg[λ+µ](x). (3.14)



12Moreover, a.e. in y,
Wy(x) ≡ Vg[x−y](y), x, y ∈ O, (3.15)de�ne a family of unitary operators in K, weakly measurable in x, and thereforea unitary operator Wy in L2(O, dx) × K, given by Wyψ(x) = Wy(x)ψ(x);

∀x, y ∈ O1/3, λ small they satisfy
W−1

y (g[λ]x)Vg[λ](x)Wy(x) = 1 , a.e. in y. (3.16)Proof. Eq. (3.14) follows from eqs. (3.8) sine, by eq. (3.13),
Vg[λ] g[µ] α = C−1

g[λ] g[µ]U(g[λ] g[µ])α = C−1
g[λ+µ] U(g[λ+ µ])α = Vg[λ+µ] α.Moreover, ∀ψ ∈ Hπ, with suppψ ⊂ O, Vg[λ](x)ψ(x) is ontinuous in λ asan element of L2(O, dx) ×K as a onsequene of Lemma 3.8 and the strongontinuity of the one parameter subgroups gi(λi). This implies that, ∀χ ∈ K,

F (λ, x) ≡ (χ, Vg[λ](x)ψ(x))K is a ontinuous funtion of λ in L2(O, dx). Givena basis en(x) in L2(O, dx), F (λ, x) =
∑
cn(λ) en(x), with cn(λ) ontinuous in

λ. Hene, Vg[λ=x−y](x) is measurable in x and y and therefore, by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem, in x a.e. in y. Eq. (3.16) follows from eq. (3.14) sine
Vg[λ](x)Wy(x) = Vg[λ](g[x− y]y)Vg[x−y](y) = Vg[λ+x−y](y) =

= Wy(x+ λ) = Wy(g[λ]x). 2Proof of Theorem 3.5. By using the above Lemmas, ∀α with suppα ⊂ O,
∀U(g[λ]), |λ| < ε, ε = 1/8d, a.e. in y, y ∈ Oδ, δ << ε, one has

W−1
y (x)U(g[λ])Wy(x)α(x) = W−1

y (x)Cg[λ] Vg[λ](x)Wy(x)α(x) =

= Cg[λ]W
−1
y (g[λ]x)Vg[λ](x)Wy(x)α(x) = Cg[λ] α(x).This implies, on D,

−i Tvi
α(x) = Wy(x) d/dλiCg[λ]|λ=0 α(x)W−1

y (x)so that ∀v =
∑
αi(x) vi, with suppαi ⊂ Oε, and therefore ∀v ∈ L(Oε), theLR relations (3.1) imply

Tv =
∑

i

Tvi
αi(x) + iα′

vi
= Wy(x) id/dλCg(λv)|λ=0Wy(x)

−1, (3.17)where the last equality follows from the LR relations for the generators in theShroedinger representation. The same equation is satis�ed by any extension of
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Wy(x) to x outside O, e.g. Wy(x) = 1, for x /∈ O. Eq. (3.16) provides thereforea unitary equivaleme in L2(M, dµ) × K whih extends to the exponentialsand the resolvents by the essential self-adjointness of the Tv on D.In onlusion, the loal properties of the unitary operators Wy(x), x ∈ M,imply the quasi equivalene of π(A(O)) in L2(M, dµ)×K to the Shroedingerrepresentation πS(A(O)) in L2(M, dx): ∀ψ ∈ L2(M, dµ) ×K, A ∈ A(O),

π(A)ψ = Wy πS(A)W−1
y ψ, a.e. in y ∈ O. (3.18)In partiular, for A = U(g), ∀g ∈ G̃(O), ∀x ∈ M, one has

(π(U(g))ψ)(x) = CgWy(gx)Wy(x)ψ(x), i.e. Vg(x) = Wy(gx)Wy(x)
−1.(3.19)Sine, by the regularity ondition ii) of De�nition 3.1, the generators satisfy

Tv=
P

i
vi

=
∑

i Tvi
, v ∈ L(M), by the ompatness of the support of v andthe essential self-adjointness on D, Tv is uniquely determined (as a self-adjointoperator) by the Tvi
, vi ∈ L(Oi). Hene the representation is uniquely deter-mined by the π(A(Oi)). 24 Classi�ation of the regular representationsand topologial e�etsFor the lassi�ation of the regular representations one has to analyze the ex-tension of the loal haraterization of the unitary operators Vg(λv)(x), v ∈

L(O), eq. (3.19), to the general ase v ∈ L(M). This will be done by followingthe integral urves γ(v, λ, x) ≡ {g(µv)x, 0 ≤ µ ≤ λ }, v ∈ L(M), path-ing together the loal ation of Vg(λvi), eq. (3.19), vi ∈ L(Oi). The resultingharaterization of the Vg(λv) will depend on the equivalene lass of the path
γ(v, λ), so that the lassi�ation will turn out to be provided by the unitaryrepresentations of the fundamental group π1(M).For this purpose we start with the following preparatory Lemmas.Lemma 4.1 The unitary operators Wy(x), de�ned by eq. (3.15), satisfyi) Wy(x)

−1 = Wx(y), a. e. in (x, y) ∈ O ×O,ii) W(y, x) ≡Wz(y)Wz(x)
−1, x, y, z ∈ O, is independent of z a.e. in O andtherefore it is well de�ned a.e. in x ∈ O and a.e. in y ∈ O and satis�es

W(y, x)W(x, z) = W(y, z). (4.1)Proof. Property i) follows trivially from the de�nition (3.15) and eq. (3.8).The independene of z in ii) follows from i) and eq. (3.8), and implies eq. (4.1)
∀x, y ∈ O�I, I a set of zero measure. 2



14Lemma 4.2 Let γ(y, x) be a C∞ urve starting at x and ending at y, and
γ(y, x) = γ(y, xn)◦γ(xn, xn−1)◦ ...γ(x1, x) be a partition suh that γ(xi+1, xi) ∈
Oi, then

W(y, x, γ(y, x)) ≡ W(y, zn)W(zn, zn−1)...W(z1, x), (4.2)is independent of the points zi ∈ Oi−1 ∩ Oi and of the partition hosen ineq. (4.2); it depends only on the (homotopi) equivalene lass [γ(y, x)], i.e.
W(y, x, γ(y, x)) = W(y, x, [γ(y, x)]). Furthermore, ∀x, y, z,∈ M

W(y, x, [γ(y, x)])W(x, z, [γ(x, z)]) = W(y, z, [γ(y, x) ◦ γ(x, z)]). (4.3)The operators W(x, x, [γ]) : K → K are well de�ned a.e. in x ∈ M by ii) ofLemma 4.1 and de�ne unitary representations of π1(M), whih are unitarilyequivalent for all x ∈ M.Proof. The onstrution (4.2) is independent of the addition and displaementof an intermediate point as a onsequene of eq. (4.1). The omposition law(4.3) follows from eq. (4.2) with x as intermediate point. Given x and y, anequivalene relation between the losed urves γ(x, x), and γ(y, y) is given by
[γ(y, y)] = [γ̄(y, x)◦ γ(x, x)◦ γ̄(x, y)−1], with γ̄(x, y) a �xed urve; then the uni-tary equivalene of the representations of π1(M) is given by W(y, x, [γ̄(y, x)]).
2Lemma 4.3 The operators

Wg(λv)(x) ≡ W(g(λv)x, x, [γ(v)]), v ∈ L(M), (4.4)with γ(v) ≡ γ(v, g(λv)x, x) the integral urve of v starting at x and endingat g(λv)x, de�ne, for �xed v, λ, a family of unitary operators in K, weaklymeasurable in x, and therefore unitary operators in L2(M, dx) ×K, with thefollowing propertiesi) ∀v ∈ L(M), h ∈ G̃(M),
Wg(λv)(x)Ch = ChWg(λv)(hx)ii) U(g(λv)) ≡ Cg(λv) Wg(λv)(x) form a one parameter group in λiii) ∀v ∈ L(M), for all O, Wg(λv)(x) = Wg(λṽ)(x) = Vg(λṽ)(x), ∀x ∈ O1/2, λsmall enough, ∀ṽ ∈ L(O) with ṽ = v in O3/4.Proof. Property i) follows from the de�nition and properties of the W asa family of unitary operators in L2(M, dx) ×K. The group properties follow



15from those of the W, eq. (4.3), and from property i). Property iii) follows fromthe de�nition of the W and eq. (3.19):
Wg(λv)(x) = Wg(λṽ)(x) = Wy(g(λṽ)x)Wy(x)

−1 = Vg(λṽ)(x). 2The results of the above Lemmas allow for an extension of eq. (3.19) to
g ∈ G̃(M).Proposition 4.4 For any g(λv) ∈ G̃(M) one has

(π(U(g(λv)))ψ)(x) = Cg W(g(λv)x, x, [γ(v)])ψ(x), (4.5)i.e. Vg(x) = W(g(λv)x, x, [γ(v)]).Proof. We have to prove that π(U(g(λv))) = U(g(λv)) ∀ v ∈ L(M). In fat,both π(U) and U are one parameter groups of strongly ontinuous unitaryoperators. The generator of U(g(λv)) exists on D and oinides with Tv there.In fat, hosen α with ompat support and α = 1 on supp(v),
π(U(g(λv))) (1 − α) = 1 − α = U(g(λv)) (1 − α),so that both generators vanish when multiplied by 1−α; by hoosing αi(x) ∈

C∞(Oi), ∑
i αi(x) = α, ṽi = v in Oi(1 + ε), λ small, one has on D, by Lemma4.3, iii),

U(g(λv))
∑

i

αi(x) =
∑

i

Cg(λṽi)Vg(λṽi)(x)αi(x) =
∑

i

U(g(λṽi))αi(x)and therefore
(d/dλ)U(g(λv))|λ=0 α(x) = −i

∑
i

Tṽi
αi(x).The LR relations (Proposition 3.2), equivalently the loally Shroedinger prop-erty, and the support properties of vi give

∑
i

Tṽi
αi =

∑
i

(Tαiṽi
+ 1

2
[ ṽi, αi ]) =

∑
i

Tαiv + 1

2
[ v,

∑
i

αi ] = Tv = Tv α. 2Theorem 4.5 Modulo unitary equivalene a regular irreduible representationof A(M) is haraterized by the unitary irreduible representation of π1(M),de�ned by Lemma 4.2.



16Proof. Given two regular irreduible representations, π1, π2, of A(M), byLemma 3.8 they are of the form (3.5), (3.6) in L2(M, dµ) × Ki, i = 1, 2,and by Proposition 4.4 the orresponding Ui(g) are determined by the opera-tors W(y, x, [γ]) of Lemma 4.2. By Lemma 3.8 the unitary equivalene of thetwo representations amounts to the existene of unitary operators S(x) with
S(y)W1(y, x, [γ])S(x)−1 = W2(y, x, [γ]) (4.6)and this trivially implies the unitary equivalene of the orresponding repre-sentations of π1(M).On the other hand, the unitary equivalene of the orresponding unitary rep-resentations of π1(M) reads

W1(z, z, [γ]) = V −1
z W2(z, z, [γ])Vz , Vz : K1 → K2; (4.7)then, a.e. in z, the operators

S(x) ≡ W2(x, z, [γ])Vz W1(x, z, [γ])
−1are independent of γ and de�ne unitary operators S : L2(M, dµ) × K1 →

L2(M, dµ) ×K2. In fat, given x, x0 and a �xed urve γ̄(x, x0), any γ(x, x0)may be uniquely written as [γ(x, x0)] = [γ̄(x, x0) ◦ γ0(x0, x0)], γ0 = γ̄−1 ◦ γ;then
Wi(x, x0, [γ]) = Wi(x, x0, [γ̄])Wi(x0, x0, [γ0])and by eq. (4.7)

W2(x, x0, [γ])Vx0
W1(x, x0, [γ])

−1 = W2(x, x0, [γ̄])Vx0
W1(x, x0, [γ̄])

−1,i.e. S(x) is independent of γ. Sine
Wi(y, x0, [γ̄(y, x0)])

−1 Wi(y, x, [γ(y, x)])Wi(x, x0, [γ̄(x, x0)]) =

= Wi(x0, x0, [γ̄(x0, y) ◦ γ(y, x) ◦ γ̄(x, x0)]and Vx0
intertwines between the right hand sides of the above equation, i =

1, 2, one gets eq. (4.6). 2The regular irreduible representations of A(M) an be given a more ex-pliit form, whih also exhibits their omplete haraterization in terms ofrepresentations of π1(M). By exploiting the results of Proposition 4.4, theyan be identi�ed with Shroedinger representations on multivalued wave fun-tions on M, namely on wave funtions on M̃, the universal overing spae of
M.



17The following notions and notations are useful: the points of M̃ will bedenoted by the pairs (x, [γ]), with γ a C∞ urve in M starting at a �xedpoint x0 and ending at x; the group G̃(M) ats naturally on M̃ as g(λv)x̃ =
g(λv)(x, [γ]) = (g(λv)x, [γ(v)) ◦ γ]), γ(v) as in eq. (4.4); a regular immersion
x→ x̃ of M into M̃ is given by x→ (x, [γx]), with x→ γx a family of urvesdepending ontinuously on x in an open subset of M with omplement of zeromeasure.For any given unitary representation R of π1(M) in a Hilbert spae K,
L2(M̃, K,R) will denote the spae of loally L2 wave funtions ψ̃ : M̃ → Ksatisfying

ψ̃(x, [γ ◦ γ0]) = R([γ0])
−1ψ̃(x, [γ]), (4.8)with norm

||ψ̃||2 ≡ ||ψ̃||2
L2(M̃,K,R)

=

∫
x∈M

dµ(x) ||ψ(x, [γx])||
2
K , (4.9)where dµ(x) is any measure absolutely ontinuous with respet to the Lebesguemeasure dx in any oordinate system. The above Hilbert norm is independentof the hoie of the family {γx} sine R is unitary, and di�erent hoies of

dµ(x) lead to equivalent onstrutions.Theorem 4.6 Any regular irreduible representation π of A(M) is unitarilyequivalent to the representation π̃ in L2(M̃, K,R), with R the unitary repre-sentation of π1(M) assoiated to π by Lemma 4.2, de�ned by
π̃(U(g(λv)))ψ̃(x̃) = ψ̃(g(λv)−1x̃) J(g(λv), x), α ψ̃(x, [γ]) = α(x) ψ̃(x, [γ]).(4.10)Conversely, any unitary irreduible representation R of π1(M) de�nes a reg-ular irreduible representation of A(M), given by eqs. (4.8-10).Proof. The unitary equivalene is given by the isometry
T : L2(M, dµ) ×K ∋ ψ(x) → ψ̃(x, [γ]) = W(x, x0, [γ])

−1 ψ(x), (4.11)with W de�ned by eq. (4.2). In fat, by eq. (4.3)
ψ̃(x, [γ ◦ γ0]) = W(x, x0, [γ ◦ γ0])

−1 ψ(x) = W(x0, x0, [γ0])
−1 ψ̃(x, [γ]),i.e. eq. (4.8) holds and the unitarity of T follows from that of W and eq. (4.9).Furthermore, T intertwines between π and π̃, sine by Lemma 4.3

Cg W(g(λv)x, x, [γ(v, g(λv)x, x)]) = W(x, g(λv)−1x, [γ(v, x, g(λv)−1x)]) Cg,
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W(x, x0, [γ])

−1 W(x, g(λv)−1x, [γ(v, x, g(λv)−1x)]) =

= W(g(λv)−1x, x0, [γ(v, g(λv)
−1x, x) ◦ γ])−1,and therefore, by Proposition 4.4

(T π(U(g(λv)))ψ) (x, [γ]) = ψ̃(g(λv)−1x, [γ(v) ◦ γ]) = π̃(U(g(λv)) ψ̃(x, [γ]).The unitary equivalene obviously extends to the resolvents.Conversely, given a unitary irreduible representation R of π1(M) in a Hilbertspae K, eqs. (4.8-4.10) de�ne a LR-regular representation of the rossed prod-ut C̃∞
0 (M)×G̃(M). In fat, the spae C∞

0 (M̃, K,R) of K-valued funtions ofompat support on M whih are strongly in�nitely di�erentiable and satisfyeq. (4.8) is dense in L2(M̃, K,R), sine it ontains the spaes de�ned by theextension of C∞
0 (O) through eq. (4.8) for all O ⊂ M. C∞

0 (M̃, K,R) is invari-ant under C∞
0 (M)× G̃(M) and gives a regularity domain D, sine the strongdi�erentiability of π(U(g(λv))) on D follows by a dominated onvergene ar-gument; the strong ontinuity with respet to v ∈ L(M) follows similarly. Theloally Shroedinger property follows from eq. (4.10), sine there is no depen-dene on γ for x ∈ O, and implies eq. (3.1) and therefore LR regularity. Bythe �rst part of Theorem 3.7 one gets a regular representation of A(M). 2
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